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The Manor House

ADRIANH. LITTLE
MUSIC BOX RESTORER

Z*-g*%/%* b & ry/./ .%"zrz
THB MANOR HOUSE, HALE VILLAGE, CI{ESHIRE L244A){

Telephone: O5l-425 m8

COMB MANUFACTURE
Cylinder and Disc Music Box Combs made.
195/s" POLYPHON COMBS usually in stock.

COMB REPAIRS
Music Box Comb repairs, including TIPS, TEETH,
RE-LEADING, CUTTING BACK, TUNING,
STRAIGHTENING, RE-SOLDERING COMB
TO BASES, DERUSTING.
Any other aspects of comb work.

CYLINDER RE.PINNING
Cylinder re-pinning of all sizes including repairs to
damaged cylinders or arbors.
Over 2000 cylinder re-pins completed.

SPARE PARTS
Extensive range of spare parts.
POLYPHON DAMPERS and DAMPER RAILS for all
sizes of machine. SPRINGS, COMB REPAIR SECTIONS,
COMB STEEL, CASE WASIIERS, COMB SCREWS,
FELT ROSETTE WASHERS, TTJNE SHEETS. ETC.

OVERHAULS
Anything from a complete overhaul to a replacement tip
or tooth.

PART JOBS
Welcome.

Callers by appointment please.

URGENTLY REQUIRED:
Large Disc Machines, any condition, incomplete or empty
cases. Badly damaged cylinder boxes with or without combs.
Any musical box parts.
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Nancy Fratti
PANCHNONIA ANTIQUITIE S

Ofrers You:
The ONLY catalog epecializing in your nusic bor restoration needs! Governorjewels; dnmper wire in ? sizee;
tip wire; geneva stopd: lid pictures; decals; reprints; paper goods; and muclL much more ! ! 30 pg. fully
illustrat€d catalog only $5.00 (refundable).

Fully illustrated catalog of 4ore than 82 different types of tune carde for cylinder boree . . . both single and
multi-colored (only $3.50).

The BEST recordinge of Mueical Boxeg ever produced ! We offer you the ultimate in sound quality . . . .
& ' DIGITALLY RECORDED (state-of-theartD t DOUBLE LENGTH (a full hour long)

COMPACT DISCS: ' DOLBY-B Noige Reduction . CHROMIUM TAPE (the best you can use !)
..MUSIC BOX MELODIES"
Volume I - CHRISTMAS: 37 festive and traditional song*
Volume 2 - CLASSICAL: over one hour of the clagsics. 54 tunee played on 12 bores !
Volume 3 - CLASSICAL: more classics ! 56 tunes played on 8 boree !

Volume 4 - RAGTIME, CAKEWALKS AND DDUELAND: over an hour of toe-tappin' tunes !

Volume 5 - VICTORIAN ECHOES SERIES I featuring the erquisite Troll-Baker 10-be[ l0-cylinder bor.
Waltzes, Marches, clageical and popular tune* 60 tunee

Volume 6 - RELIGIOUS: over I hour of inspired music (37 tunes).
Vqluue 7 - RELIGIOUS: over 30 more inepirational tunes !

RESTORATION
SI,JPPI NS:

T\JNE CARDS:

CASSETTE TAPES

SPECIAL !

Set of ?
TAPES
$79.00

(eave 925.65 !)
Air postage $10.00

FREE COLOR POSTER with each album ordered !

CASSET'TE TAPES - $14.95 COMPACT DISCS - $18.95
Pleaee add $2.50 per order for postage.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVTTED
Send your nane to be put on our tape/CD mailing list

SPECIAL !

Set of 7
CD'S

$99.00
(save $33.65 !)

Air postage $10.00

Post Office Box 28
Whitehall, New York L2887, U.S.A.

5L8-282-9770 Far 282-9800

Specialist in
Antique Mueic Boxes and

Restoration Supplies.

Computer Operated Instruments

25,31note and 45 note trumpet organs
Hand cranked - paper roll

Computer'Harrnonist player organs

- also, coin slot instruments built to order.

"Drgi-playei' miniature keyboard player organs.

Cassette available featuring all organs
t4 inc. p.& p.

S.A.E apprecintpd for details.

.JtIdINPGI&TIEP
36 Broadgate, Whaplode Drove,
Nr. Spalding, Lincs. PE12 OTN

TeL O4OG 3,3O 279

@
IBrlBn Clcgg

SHIPDHAM, THETFORD, NORFOLK.
TEL: DEREHAM82U77.

AFTER 7 p.m. WATTON 881449.

Callers by Appointment please.

NEW DISC BOXES MADE TO ORDER
AND RENOVATIONS UND ERTAKEN

D/SCS COPIED AND NEW D/SCS
FOR ALL MACHINES

WE MAKE THE FOLLOWING TO
SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Cabinets, Bins, Pedimenls, Star Wheels,
Bedplates, Molors, Combs.

DUPLICATED MACHINES FOR
SALE OR EXCHANGE.
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E{itors
AQtes

Debate at the recent AGM left me
thinking that contributors may be
wondering why their pictures or articles
may have not appeared in the pages of
Music Box. A few days later this feeling
was confrrmed when Ted Brown
mentioned to me that a member had
complained to him that pictures and
an article had been submitted and
had not appeared. When I asked him
who the member was, I was told that
the compliant was in confidence
therefore I was to be deprived ofthe
opportunity of lookinginto the matter.
If the anonymous complainant or any
other member who feels their articles
ought to have been published and have
not would like to contact me, that way
something can be donel

As most members realise. I am
anxious and always pleased to receive
articles. News items will appear
promptly and other articles which are
considered suitable for publication will
appear at some future date. Good
articles with good photographs will
appear frrst. Items which need re-
editing, re-writing, checking or with
poor photographs unfortunately have
to take second place on your Editors
very busy desk. It must be remem-
bered that we have a standard to
maintain and it is always with reluc-
tance that the Editor prints low qual-
ity pictures i.e. see page The Myste-
rious Pyke. Whilst I appreciate Nicho-
las's contribution, I am sure he will
realise that such pictures detract from
an otherwise excellent article. Colour
pictures submitted by members for
reproduction in black and white are
also very tricky to print. The camera
never lies - but it can't always see the
truth. Oh, please remember when
sending photograph to the Editor,
always write your name on the re-
verse. Please keep the articles coming
- Your contribution is needed!

REPORT ON PAST
MEETINGS
by RegMayes

Annual General Meeting at
Regent's College, London

8th June 1991

John Powell was the frrst speaker of
the day to relate some of his
experiences, joys, trials and travels in
developing his collection of musical
boxes under the title of'Snippets from
mv Collection'. Of those boxes that

were too big to bring, John played
tapes to illustrate his points.

John joined the Society in L974
following his taking pity on a l1Vz"
upright Polyphon - that needed a better
home but unfortunately funds were
such that he had to cancel an order for
a new Myford ML6 lathe, the price for
each was about the same and still is
today, although the price ofa second
hand lathe is much less than a second
hand,75Y2" Polyphon. It just goes to
show that all dedicated collectors have
to make sacrifrces - as so many of our
wives will have noticed.

As a tale against himself he told us
that as an intrepid purchaser who
buys something that he knows nothing
about - in this case a Chamber barrel
organ at auction in Yorkshire, where
the price was opened at 92O0 without
anytakers. John offered f,50 thinking
thathe was on to a good thing. However
another bidder took him up to f,550 -
the sequel being, the other man phoned
him up that evening to inquire why
John had gone up so high. They did
become good friends later on.

Years later, this same gentleman
advised John that there was at another
auction with an unusual Polyphon
which had a celluloid cover. It is
depicted in Bower's page 146 as style
No. 35 using 6%" discs; 32 teeth on a
diagonal comb and a centre winding
keyhole see Polyphon catalogue for
1895. This was bought by John at a
modest price. It sounded like a little
gem. The lesson to be learnt here -
make friends with everybody, even if
it costs you.

Another incident was when John
was trying to agree a price for a box
with a Leeds dealer, they were still
f50 apart so the dealer suggested
they should toss a coin for this
difference. John had never gambled
in his life before, but no doubt a quick
prayer to the patron saint ofcylinder
boxes - Handle - came to his aid. The
dealer had no other explanation for

the lost f,50.

John demonstrated a small Ray-'
mond Nicol three aire overtunc box.
He played the third one, Hailstone
Chorus from Handels Oratorio'Israel
in Egypt', which is a rather unusual
tune to frnd on a box. The comb has
ratherfrne teeth and some ofthe notes
are played in groups of four teeth.
Was it an early effort to produce a
louder sound? Next we heard a tape of
the previously mentioned 1 5r/2" upright
Polyphon. Then it was the turn of the
Chamber barrel organ which has four
ranks; stopped diapason in wood; and
three metalranks, principal, 12th and
15th plus triangle and drum. The
recording was of the diapason and
12th stops for 'Garryowen' (General
Custers). The full organ was used to
record Lebra Oberstein (?). Then the
Huntsman's Chorus with an attempt
at the sound ofthe horn.

The next actual sound was heard
from the 6%" Polyphon, previously
mentioned. There were three tunes,
one was'Salute by Bicycle'and another
'Oh that Gorgonzola Cheese'.

From a video recording ofthe Clive
Jones New Year Party at Chichester,
we heard a duet of Richard Cole plalng
his Theromin and our PresidentAlan
Wyatt playing his saw plus piano
accompaniment to the tune of 'Rose of
Tralee'. Another item was that of the
Triola and a barrel piano from Clive's
museum, which were particularly fine
examples.

We also heard an Ami Rivenc hymn
box with "Tell me the old old story'.
John mentioned that he has two
unrestored P.V.F. hidden bells
interchangeable boxes with four 13"
cylinders with the same tunes in
different order. Their numbers are
13312 (9 screws, 6 tunes/cyl.), t55I2
(11 screws, 6 tunes/cyl.) and 2 combs
each. He does know of another similar
box No. 15520 8 aire by J.M. & Co. St.
Croix although it has a zither/mandolin/
piccoloftrarp format with a coarser
comb. We heard a recording of it.

Finally, John presented a Langdorff
3 comb sublime harmony 6 aire concerbo
tremolo with a zither on centre comb.

So ended a pleasant, interesting
and informal talk by John which
received its due appreciation and
acclaimation.

Whilst our next speaker, Adrian
Little, was preparing his layout for
his talk and to prove that there is
never a wasted moment at our
meetings, Anthony Bulleid got up to
grve us yet another snippet of
knowledge on the dates of manufacture
of cylinder boxes. For Rivenc boxes
numberedbetween 19000 - 44000 there
are 14 frrm 'Fixes' plus another 10
fairly reliable dates for years 1870 -
1892. They made about 1000 per year.
There is a discontinuity in the series
of numbers for the Bremond boxes
made during 1860 - 1892 with only six
firm dates. The numberingof the boxesJohn Powell
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inade by Ducommon-Girod seemed to
.have reverted to No. 0 during 1862 -
68. .{pthony appealed to everyone to
let him have any comments on these
aspe'cts, and serial numbers with lists
oftunes to help accurate dating.

Alison Biden also used the time to
inform us that the next meeting was
to be in Kendal on 29th June organised
by Jim Hall, including the catering.
This would be followed by editor's
(Graham Whitehead) meeting at
Warwick on the 4 - 6th October. Then
back to Regents Park on 7th December.
Clive Jones maybe repeatinghis New
Year's Eve party meeting.

Our President took the opportunity
to welcome three new members. They
were: Mr. and Mrs. Bower and Gordon
Whitaker.

Adrian Little took as his title
'Making a Comb for a Musical Box'.
He started by telling us that from
about 1815 to 1835 combs consisted of
sectional groups ofteeth. The steel in
those days was inferior to present day
steels in that impurities were to be
found when cutting through it. The
1910 Regina Catalogue states their
combs go through 52 processes. For
repairs of combs gauge plate is used
with a carbon content high er than9%o.
The original manufacturers of combs
used different qualities of steel. They
all distort with heating.

The machinery necessary for cutting
combs are drilling, shaper, milling
and an electrically controlled furnace.
The steel has to be anealed to nearly a
blue colour. The Shaper machine is
used to form the flexing section by
cutting out the unwanted metal but
always leaving about 35 thou. thickness.

The required tempering needs to
provide steel softer at the base and
harder at the tips. Drilling of holes
required a pilot hole of about r/roth

diameter. As with most delicate
operations Adrian advised that in
cutting the slots in the comb it was
better to do a bit at a time and check
the realignment back on the baseplate
and with the cylinder.

With disc boxes between the
diameter of ISYz - 24 inches, the teeth

are at about l/a inch spacing, but it
must be remembered that circular
cutters are not dead flat so some
allowance must be made for 'wobble'
so cutting a width greater than the
nominal thickness of the cutter, so a
test run is essential. The rotational
speed ofthe cutter should be between
50 - 60 r.p.m. For slitting cutters
between the widths of 0.006 - 0.054
inches it usually takes about half an
hour to cut 60 slots.

The holes to take the damper wires
are drilled with 0.6mm dia. high speed
drill running at 20,000 r.p.m; even so
they don't last very long. Then it is
necessary to drill the holes for the
location pins and the fixing screw
holes.

Next the comb has to be hardened
by heating to 800'C (blue heat) in a
muffled furnace, then plunging the
comb quickly, teeth frrst, into a bowl
ofheavy engine oil. Then the surfaces
have to be cleaned up with fine grinding
wheels and the comb tempered. To
maintain an even temperature across
the comb, it is advisable to clamp the
comb onto a thick bar of brass and
direct a flame onto the rear of the
comb and brass strip and observe an
even change in colouring of the comb
from straw; purple then blue;
quenching in water.

Following this, the underside of
the comb, as is the matching part of
the base plate, are cleaned and tinned
and soldered together. For the larger
combs it is necessary to clamp the
comb to the base.

So ended a very interesting and
informative talk. Adrian handled inter-
ruptions very well and it is a credit to
him that he was prepared to give
away some of his trade secrets and to
show us some of the mutilated combs
that he repairs. Even after all his
work the comb has to be tuned and in
Adrians case this is done by Allen
Godier. Our thanks to Adrian were
expressed with hearty applause.

The meeting was followed by the
auction which contained many bargains
and the Society Fund benefrted by
over f,600. As usual Christopher
Proudfoot of Christie's fame was the
auctioneer - he didn't have to buy too
much himself, but no doubt his son
enjoyed what he did buy. All the
arrangements for the auction were
made once again by David Walch and
his assistants. These auctions are
always a jolly affair.

By far the most important item of
the whole meetingwas the presentation
to Jon Gresham, former President of
our society, with an Honary Life
Membership award. This followed the
resolution of the porevious AGM, as
a tremendous "thank you" for his
services and leadership ofthe society.

Meeting at Kendal,
29th tlune, 1991

For those who were lucky enough to
take the road to Kendal - the gateway

to the Lake District - were treated to
yet another fine meeting by Jim Hall;
this time complete with enticing repast
provided by the ladies.

After the welcome Adrian Little
took the stand to instruct us in his
commercial procedures with the
mystery of cylinder repinning and comb
repairs and replacing teeth.

Having removed the cylinder from
the box it is advisable to measure the
diameter of the pins. They can vary
from 0.007" dia. snuffboxes to 0.014"
dia. for large boxes and they may not
be all the same on a particr:lar cylinder.
Having removed the arbor it is frrst
necessary to remove one of the end
caps. Then applying heat from one
end to the other and by slowly lifting
and turningthe cylinder onto its opened
end still applying heat until all the
wax has run out. Adrian did warn
about not applying too frerce a heat to
the outside of the cylinder; particularly
with the thinner ones like L'Epee's,
as higher temperatures can cause
distortion. The temperature needs only
to be srrfficient to keep the wax moving.
There were many different types of
'wax' used by music box makers.

To remove the steel pins place the
cylinders vertically into a jar of 10-
207o of sulphuric acid in water, say 1
pint of acid to 7 of water, until such
times as all the pins have been
dissolved. Adrian warned that this
process generated hydrogen and oxygen
so it had to be done in a verv well
ventilated area and of course gloves
need to be worn. After it is considered
that all the pins have been eaten away,
it is recommended that a 'pencil'
fluorescent light be passed through
the centre of the cylinder to observe
t}at all the holes are clear. To neutralise
the acid, take the cylinder out and
wash under a running tap then place
it in a tank of Horolene.

The reconstruction ofthe cylinder
is commenced by obtaining the correct
size piano wire for the pins, a good
pair of wire cutters (Lynstrom) and
hollow punches to suit the gauge of
wire. Cut the wire obliquely to achieve
a chisel point. The length ofwire should
allow for about 1.5mm inside the
cylinder, the thickness ofthe cylinder
and a maximum protrusion of 1.4mm.
When knocking in the pins it is very
important to keep the punch upright.
When this work is done, it is time to
replace the wax. Adrian's preferred
way to do this is to break the old wax
by placing it in a strong sack and
hittingit
granules
the end

ofone ofthe drive holes. The lathe is
left running until the cylinder has
cooled.

Aft,er cooling, the next function is
the grinding ofthe pins to the correct
length. Adrian suggested that no more
than 0.002" at a time be taken off.
This is to prevent the pins from bending.Adrian Little.
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In a second sessionAdrian discussed
repairing combs and recommended
that one should practice with old scrap
ones. Teeth may be made from gauge
plate.

Hand tools can be used to contour
teeth. The holes to take the damper
wire are drilled with a 0.6mm dia.
high speed drill. The tooth is hardened
by quenching in oil from 800"C and
tempered to a blue colour.

Next cut the slot in the base of the
comb. trim the tooth with an abrasive
disc to give a clear frt. To hold the
tooth in place use a bar magnet across
the new and adjacent teeth. Soldering
is best done with a 'heavy' electric
iron, say 250 ways. Bakers fluid is
used but it is very corrosive and must
be neutralised in. Form the tips with
a small frne cut frle. T\rning was
discussed and various tips given.

Adrian gave his contributionintwo
sessions, the frrst ofthe day and one
in late afbernoon. After each session
our appreciation was expressed in loud
applause.

At 11am a Flea Market was opened.
There were many bargains to be had.
At midday a visit to the 'K shoe factory
shop was arranged.

The aft,ernoon meeting was opened
with a very unusual and interesting
talk on the Woodhouse Ringing
machine by Gordon Thwaites and Mrs.
Diana Handley. This is a unique
mechanical computer for controlling
solenoids playrng eight hand bells.
The history of the device was that it
was designed and built by a science
master at Sedbergh Public school, Mr.
G. F. Woodhouse, about 80 years ago,
butwhodied about30years ago. From
a cutting from the Lancashire Evening
Post in 1968, the following information
was given:-

"This Woodhouse Ringing Machine was
desigrred to simulate the mathematical
permutations of change ringing, and
in its time it has fascinated hundreds
of campanologists (or is it bellringers
today?) He was a theoretician rather
than a practical mechanic. It was found
that for it to be ofreal value to posterity,
to be kept any length of time, it would
need to be rebuilt, and this was
undertaken by Mr. Gordon Thwaites
of Kendal.
Mr. Thvraites eventually spent about
five years of his spare time working on
the machine - "it was a tremendous
job" - pullingit to pieces and remaking
it part by part before reassembling.
There is only one other machine in the
country like the Woodhouse Ringing
Machine. It was invented by John
Carter, of Birmingham, and is now in
the Science Museum, Kensington. Both
are change ringing machines, but
operate on different principles.
With the Woodhouse invention the
operator programmes the machine to
ring a 'method' by pressing the
appropriate buttons and the machine
will tap out the changes on its own set
ofbells.
In addition. it draws out the so-called
'Blue-line", the pattern by which change
ringers learn their'methods'.

Mr. Woodhouse must have been a
chip offthe block of Charles Babbage
( 179 1-1871) and his'Analytic Engine'.

The programme for ringing was
described by Diane. It is set by pressing
buttons. The control panel consists of
seven columns ofbutbons each to control
one of the eight bells.(Why not eight
rows must remain a mystery). Each
row has 32 programme positions.
Embodied in the mechanism is an
automatic feature which, if any
adjacent pair ofbells, say bells Nos. 1

and 2, are programmed to play in
reverse order, i.e., 2 and 1, the machine
will automatically revert to 1 and 2.

It is a fascinating instrument and
a great credit to Gordon in its very
fine engineering standard. At the end
of the talk we all stood around it
tryrng to fathom out how it worked.

Arthur Cunliffe gave us a talk on
box repairs, veneering work, together
with a list of material suppliers. He
pointed out that very few boxes were
French polished, most were wax
polished. The advice was, don't use
'poly'glues but scotch glues which can
be softened with methalated spirits
at the next restoration. It is better to
use a flexible sealer under glass and
escutcheon plates, to prevent vibration.

Graining of boxes was by the
scumbling process (applying a graining
brush to the last coat of wet 'varnish').
This is an oil based process. Over the
years the oil saponifredes (separates
out), but French polish can be used to
restore some lustre.

Woodworm is not a real problem as
most ofthe treatment materials work
very well. However, Xylamon does
have the distinct disadvantage of
staining brasswork for many years
afterwards. If the case requires
substantial repairs then Victorian pine
furniture makes ideal base wood.

If one intends to scrumble (partially
removing the frnishing coat whilst
still wet by dabbing with a rag or
sponge) the case, then it is adviseable
to try it out on scraps ofwood. Allow
the base colour coat to dry properly.

Thin the top coat out, apply with a
broad brush, then draw the graining
bruch across the panel using a wavy
stroke. Ifnot satisfred, clean out the
graining brush, brush out the scnrmble
with a broad brush and try again.

Case furniture has to be cleaned.
Oversize screw holes can be frlled by
glueing a pine dowel in them. To prevent
annoying buzzes from these items a
small piece of Blu-tack can be placed
under them. For inner glass lid rattles
suitably coloured polyfiller or a dark
non-setting silicon sealant forced into
the cracks and crevices stops rattles.

Locks can be fitted with heavy
grease. Missing locks should be fitted
with dummy locks made out of angle
brass and the key spindle, silver
soldered in position. Arthur could not
recommend the use of bakers soldering
fluid since it can cause corrosion even
years ahead. Ifit has to be used, then
a neutraliser would be ammonia
bicarbonate. It would be better to use

L.A.C.O. soldering paste. For attendir4i
to squeaks, Tandy oil pens are very.
useful.

Useful catalogues:-
1. John Boddy's, Boroughbridge, N.

Yorks. YOb gIJ (0423) 323810 Cat.
f2. (Clock case restorer: Shellac
frller sticks).

2. The Art Veneers Co., Chiswick
Av. Mildenhall, Suffolk IP28 7AY
(0638) 7 12550 Cat. 1..7 5.

3. J. H. Ratcliffe (Paints) Ltd. (for
scrumble) 135A Linaker St. South-
port, Merseyside PR 5DF (0704)
37999.

4. F. T. Morrell, 214 Acton Lane,
London W10 7NH 081-965-1782.

5. W. Hobby Ltd., Knights Hill Sq.
London SE27 OHH 08I-76I-4244
Cat. f,1.50.

6. Crafts for 4 Seasons, 1120 Melton
Rd., Syston, Leics. (0533) 607242
Cat. Free.

7. Picreaton Enterprises Ltd for
Renaissance Leather Reviver and
Renaissance Wax Polish, 44Park
View Gardens, London NW4 2PN
081-202-8972.

So Arthur had given us a wealth of
information from his long practical
experience in restoring musical box
cases. It was very well appreciated by
all present.

The next item to report was Jim
Hall's buffet meal, with as many
helpings as you liked, all prepared by
a bevy ofladies that Jim had called
upon and there he was complete with
achef s hat, carvingup meats.Isthere
nothing that this fellow cannot turn
his hand to? During the course of this
excellent repast, our President Alan
Wyatt made a speech congratulating
the 'home' team for making it such a
wonderfirl occasion, socially, technically
and gastronomically and that Mr. and
Mrs. Adams had just turned up and
become members.

Even then Jim had not abandoned
us, for we went on to listen to four
further quickies. The first was David
Swan demonstrating his Chamber
Organ (Aster?) which had three
Diapason stops 15 open and 15 stopped
pipes. It came with 3 barrels and the
original tune sheet. The tunes we heard
were the 'Kin of Kinloch' and 'Blow
the Wind Southerly'. David also
demonstrated his twin 117/8" disc
Symphonion and his Lecoutre 2
overtune box - they all sounded well
and in good condition.

Next Richard Moon demonstrated
his clock fronted, bell box. David Walsh
demonstrated the paper organ kit.
Adrian Little demonstrated a sublime
harmony box and a three overture
Nicole Frere box No. 34000.

That was the finale of another Jim
Hall fascinating meeting which one
leaves reflecting on all the knowledge
freely imparted and eagerly absorbed,
not forgetting the socialising that it
a.ffords, especially meeting people that
one does not normally see at other
venues. So thanks once again to the
Kendal contingent. I
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Picture Parade
Kendal Meeting,zgth June, 1991

The Woodhouse Ringing Machine
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Paper Organ.

Twin ll?a" disc Symphonion of David Swan.
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intention of the City Council to
stage a Street Organ Festival on
Saturday 18th April.

Over the past 6 years the centre
of Hull has been extensively
pedestrianised leaving large paved
areas which would be ideal for
displaying fairground, street and
barrel organs. The City Council is
able to pay some expenses to those
attending and it is hoped that
organs will be attracted from all
overthe countryto take part inthe
event. It is hoped that pitches can
be allocated throughout the city at
which different organs can stand,
and with a brochure being produced
to identify the owners of the
instruments, the history of the
instruments etc.

Anyone who owns aninstrument
or is interested in taking part in
the event should contact the
Assistant Director of Leisure
Services, Peter Allen, at
Entertainments Division, Hull City
Council Leisure Services Dept., 79
Ferensway, Hull HU2 8LE. Tel:
(0482) 595623. He will be pleased
to furnish you with any additional
information you may require about
the event which it is anticipated
wiII run from 9.00am to 6.00pm.

I

A great event in
the freld of

Mechanical Music
From 21st to the 26th ofOctober
there will be in Paris:

Trois concerts et une
exposition
autour de

CONLON NANCARROW
This event is underthe patronage

of the French Minister of Culture,
Jack Lang.

On the programmes are'Studies
for Player Piano' from Conlon
Nancarrow, the version for Player
Piano of Antheil's 'Ballet
M6canique', Fuge and Intermezzo
from Hans Haass and rolls played
by Rachmaninoff and Horowitz.
There are also compositions and
transcriptions for mechanical
organ, created and played by Pierre
Charial.

The programme is completed by
an exhibition (arranged by J.
Hocker) and two lectures by C.
Nancarrow and J. Hocker at the
Conservatoire National Sup6rieur

fim Renton announces
plans for a National Music

Day that will go from
Holst to Hip Hop

A national celebration of music-
makingin Britain - National Music
Day - should be held each year,
starting next summer if possible,
Arhs Minister Tim Renton proposed
today.

Mr Renton's idea, which sprang
from a recent conversation with
Mick Jagger, is to encourage as
many people as possible throughout
the length and breadth of Britain
to participate in music-making of
all kinds on a given day each year.

He said: "There is a wonderfully
rich tradition of music-making in
this nation - from choirs and
militarybands to great orchestras
and opera companies, folk groups,
jazz, reggae and much more.

"I want to provide a focus for
that talent and enthusiasm by
setting aside one special day each
year for music.

"I envisage special events on
radio and television, open air
concerts, local music festivals,
schools perforrnances - a showcase
for the amateur as well as the
professional to sing or play in
harmony, and for millions to listen
and enjoy.

"While I want the accent to be
on fun and spontaneity, there has
to be structure and organisation.
That is why, following an
exploratory meeting yesterday with
a number of experts from the world
of music, I am setting up a Music
Day Group to get the show on the
road.

"I am delighted that Harvey
Goldsmith, who gave us Pavarotti
in the Park a short while ago, has
accepted my invitation to chair
that group.

"My department will provide
f 10,000 to get the ball rolling and
I hope many other organisations
will join in to make National Music
Day a resounding success."

The group, which will hold its
frrst meeting early in September,
will have representatives of many
kinds of music. Those who have
agreed to serve on it are: Mick
Jagger; Gail Thompson, jazz
performer and composer; Jim Lloyd,
BBC radio folk music broadcaster;
Nick Allott, deputy to music
theatrical producer Cameron
Mackintosh; Nicholas Snowman
of the South Bank Centre; Jeremy
Silver. Head of PR at the British
Phonographic Industry; Russell
Jones, Administrator of the
National Federation of Music Socie-
ties; and Clive Gillinson of the
London Symphony Orchestra.
Others will be invited.

The group's frrst task will be to
fix a date, if possible in the summer
of L992 which has already been
designated the Year of Music by
the Arts Council.

Organisations that would like
to be associated with this major
celebration of British music-making
are invited to write to the Minister
for the Arts, Horse Guards Road,
London SW1P 3AL. I

Organ Festival,
Hull City Centre

1992
As part of the 1992 Festival
celebrations, an Organ Festival is
tobe staged in and aroundthe City
of Hull at Easter Weekend, 17thl
18th/19th and 20th April 1992.

This Festival will feature a trail
around interesting organs in
churches, cinemas, the City Hall
etc. as well as many celebrity
recitals on various instnrments
around the city.

To improve the accessibility of
the Festival to a wider audience
than just organ fans, it is the
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Stolen Articles
Stolen from Ken and Mary Wilson's

workshop on 6th August, 199 1 : A fully
restored Wintle Street Piano, black
with gold inlay engravings, Hand cart
(brown/red) with real gold leaf lining
and decorations which was illustrated
in 'Music Box', Vol. 13, No. 8,Page245
(with wrong inscription and no cart
decorations), newer photo is enclosed.

Also an Upright Spanish barrel
piano 30 note, part restored and with
highly polished walnut case,

approximately 30" wide by 42" high, 8
tunes.

Totaliser games machine ct9L7,
green with large spinning dial with 6
coin slots on top.

If anyone has any information
regarding these items would they
please get in touch with Ken and
Mary Wilson, Estate Yard House,
Helmingham, Stowmarket, Suffolk
IP14 6EL. Telephone:0473 890260.

I

Autumn International '
Meeting

4/6 October 1991

Bring &
n-tt|'rly Dare

Mechanical music and

associated items.

Bring a single item large or

small, or many for display or

sale.

No charge to sellers or buyers.
S ig nific ant item s alre ady

promised.

Buyers from Abroad including

USA attending.

Arrangements for bulky items
with graham Whitehead, Ashorne
Hall Nickelodeon, Ashorine Hill,
Nr. Warwick, Telephone: 0926

65t444.

Late registration still possible
(maximum 12 places left)Friday
night Banquet fully booked.Ring

Alison Biden or Graham Whitehead
0926 651444

Organs
by

Ian Alderman and Roy Davis

20 Note keyless
nnd 26 Note Keyless

with trumpets and trombones
also pflper roll music

Write or telephone t'or details:

Old St James
Chedington
Beaminster
Dorset DT8 3HY 0935 89437

Lesley Evans
PI-AYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright Player Pianos
Restored throughout to the Highest Possible
Standards usually available from stock.
We are occasionally able to undertake the
restoration of clienti' own instruments. Please
telephone for further details.

A Large Stock of Original Rolls
(88 and 66 note)

Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss [07301 894086 for appointment)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.O. Box 12 ALRESFORD
HANTS SO24 gAG
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Organ
Grinders
ehat
by GeoffAlford

ORGAN FESTIVALS IN
BRITAIN. The sudden and
unexpected withdrawal of the
International Street Organ
Festival budget for Llandrindod
came as a shock and for a while
it looked like the demise of the
event in 1991. However. due to
the generosity ofso many organ
owners and theirwillingness to
take part with virtually no
reward the event still goes ahead
this year. But this has to be an
exception made possible only
by the fact that the Victorian
Festival has funded adequately
four previous organ festivals. It
is not a situation that can be
repeated. There are I know a
number of organ owners who
are quite happy to go quite long
distances and play their organs
for a frrm or organisation on
request without any remun-
eration. Ifthe purpose is purely
charitable (in its broadest sense)
and there are no commercial
implications that is one thing.
But it is totally wrong for any
organisation to get the impres-
sion that they can obtain an
organ or organs for anything
connected with promotion at no
cost to themselves. For it will
certainly cost the organ owner
something! It may be that the
organ grinder doesn't need the
money. However, others may
not be in that fortrmate position,
and there is always the option
of adding anypaJnnentmade to
the charity collection and so
substantially boosting that. It
always has to be remembered
that in playing an organ for a
particular event one is supplying
a service, and some payment
should be made for that service.
It is appropriate to have a
modest scale of charges of course,
the lowest for charitable and
similar bodies and the highest
for purely commercial events
with the grey areas in between.

The lack of funding has

naturally lowered the quality
ofthe Llandrindod event. It has
been impossible to ask owners
from other counhies to take part
- though it seems likely that
there will be an overseas element
who applied before the bad news
struck. Also there will not be
the variety. Understandably, a
number of owners withdrew
sayingthey didn't think it right
that the impression should be
given that organs could be
obtained for nothing. Well I
think I have made that fact
clear to the Committee, and if
funding is not available next
year I shall feel free to transfer
my services to another town
which has a Victorian Festival
and has indicated that they have
the money available.

Even if Llandrindod ceases
as a venue after this year, the
groundwork has been done.
Researchers regularly go to the
Llandrindod Festival both from

within Britain and abroad. So
there is some truth in saying
that what Llandrindod does
today, others do tomorrow.
Another glimmer oflight comes
from Trevor Taylor, an organ
owner from Aberystwyth, who
is hoping to organise an organ
festival for about 20 organs
which will be supported by the
town. Good luck Trevor!

ADVICE TO THE BEGIN-
NER can't be repeated often
enough judgrng by the number
who make elementary, and
sometimes expensive, mistakes
when buying an organ and Jim
Hall warns ofmany of the pitfalls
and things to bearin mind - the
kind of thing in fact that I have
been trying to hammer home
for ten years. At one end you
have the chap who buys a kit
organ from a dealer atfive times
the price he would have paid
the builder. At the other extreme
there is the over-anxious enthu-

tsig Balto' Sundergeld with 25 keyless Schuhbauer organ at the Thursday
Pub-grind Llandrindod f 99O.
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siast who rings round everyone
for advice before frnally doing
what he was going to do in the
first place.

Of course, a street organ in
my book is one which is hand-
turned and not dependant on
power from a local shop with
cables forthe publicto trip over.
And if you have a generator
that is just a noisy irritant and
tends to drown the organ. As
for kit organs, they are not
supplied by reputable builders
with reputations to consider.
So ifyou do locate an organ kit,
regard it for what it is, an
educational exercise, and don't
expect the result to sound like a
Gavioli or a Bruder. A most
important rule is to buy from
someone with a reputation you
can trust, then you don't have
to worry about how the organ is
built or how many pipes. A
master builder will know his
craft, though you may have to
pay more for obtaining the
benefrt of that knowledge. It
shouldn't be necessary to worry

about organ tuning as a well
constructed organ should rarely
need attention, and certainly
not every time it is taken out,
as some owners are fond of doing
with disastrous results. The only
time I have had to tune pipes
was when a vandal pushed some
stops in. And if the organ goes
out of tune when wheeled on a
trolley with iron tread there is
something wrong with the organ
or trolley or both! On balance I
prefer rubber tyred trollies, but
that has to do with them being
easier to transport and nothing
to do with pipes beingjolted out
of tune. If your organ is an
adornment in the lounge rather
than hidden in a garage or cellar,
it \ryilt look much more attractive
on a traditional style of wagon -
and it will also help to placate
the wife.

'LICENSED TO GRIND'. If
you think that you have to pay
a subscription to some society
before you can take your organ
out on the street - Forget it.
Some town centres tend to be

less friendly than others in their
attitude to buskers or collectori
for charity, whilst others'(like
my own town of Hereford) have
got themselves in such a mess
with various rules and regu-
lations than even the officers in
the different departments of the
Town Hall don't know them. So
it is just as well to 'suss out' the
position before setting up.
Unfortunately, but typically
British. there is no standard
position and you can frnd your-
self in some pretty ridiculous
situations. It may be that if you
do apply to carry out an official
gnnd you will be refused,
whereas if you had just gone
ahead and busked that would
have been quite in order. Much
more satisfactory is the system
in operation throughout Ger-
many. There you have to apply
for a licence which will be rarely
refirsed. But it will tell you where
you can play and when. For
example: 2pm - 3pm outside
the railway station; 3pm - 4pm
East Street. And so on. This
method keeps everyone happy.
You are not in one spot long
enough to create a nuisance,
but you are free to busk or play
for your charity, whilst the police
know where thev are. But
woebetide you if you don't pos-
sess that licence, or play where
you are not supposed to play.

ASSEN ORGAN FESTIVAL
in the north of Holland, has
been going strong for a number
of years. But the fact that it is
located so far to the north has
prevented me from visiting the
town before. It has been in my
mind ever since I encountered
the Assen Stichtings 72 keyless
Carl Frei De Stolwijker in
Hannover ten years ago. If that
was the kind of organ they had
there it would be worth seeing
and hearing the others! Another
disadvantage was the early date
of their festival, which is Easter.
But this year we decided to go,
having been approached by our
old friend Toni v.d. Burgh as
well as members of the Berlin
Club who wouldbe takingpart.
With numbers of small organ
entrants strictly limited I was
more than happy to go as a
visitor and spend all my timeClaz Munt with 20 keylees Fussell organ. Llandrindod fge0.
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listening and perhaps even'plAying the organs ofothers.
The Music Hall or Museumis

nicbly situated in woodland to
the west of the town about
halfiuay between the centre and
the ring road. It actually
comprises two halls which are
owned by organ builder H.
Veeningen but which other local
organ owners can use. The
Dutch street organs and fair
organs are housed in the main
hall, while the second hall is
more of a club or function room,
though both have licensed snack
bar facilities. It was in the seond
hall that the smaller street
organs, mainly from abroad,
were to play. Unfortunately a
number of these failed to appear
- a situation with which I am
not entirely unfamiliar! Sud-
denly, instead ofbeing a visitor
I was in the position of being
looked on to participate. With
Toni offering me the choice of
one of his Raffin humpet organs
or a 26 key Baum-Bacigalupo
barrel organ, how could I refirse.

Knowing the Raffrn R31 I
chose his R31/103 with 19
trumpets. Unfortunately it dras-
tically reduced the time I could
spend enjoying the locally based
and visiting Dutch organs.
However, I did hear a little music
from most of them. Toni put
through several good books on
his 68 key Zeelandia, built by
C. H. Minning, whilst Mr
Veeningen demonstrated his
organs. His own-built 90 key
Carl Frei system De Luchten-
steiner was particularly enjoy-
able, but he also owns other
outstanding organs which he
has restored to first class playing
condition such as 'Phoenix', a
Mortier-Gavioli dance hall organ
and a 57 key Gavioli of 1895 in
original condition complete with
swell shutters. A Gouda based
organ which impressed me was
De Pansfluiter built by the
Belgian Alphonse Van Steenput
playrng excellent arrangements
of tunes like 'Return to Sender'
and'The Best things in life are
free.' Another Mortier Gavioli
played more serious stuff like
the Ungarische Lustspiel Over-
ture and William Tell. As I have
said many times, the great

attraction of Dutch organs is
the excellence of arranging of
music and its entirely inter-
national repertoire. Between
lpm and 5.30pm the smaller
organs participatedin an organ
gnnd in the town centre where
it was wann and sunny until
the sun started losing its
strength. We were all glad when
we were all marshalled together
for a frnal concert in the covered
precinct. I found that my choice
of organ had its problems
because a number of the rolls
contained Dutch tunes arranged
by Toni with which I was entirely
unfamiliar and I felt completely
lost playing them. Sunday was
a rest day with town centres
following English practice and
being deserted and we were
hostedto an eveningat acounhry
location where there was an
electronic coin-operated Decap.
Monday was Easter Day and
the Hall was open to the public
all day which kept us all on the
hop. Visitors came from all over
Holland and beyond, the gate
frgure suggesting to me that
Assen must be the most vigonous
and successful organ society in
Holland today. Certainly the
Society members and their wives
were unstinting in their efforts
to ensure a successful festival.

With so many excellent local
organs, it is natural that the
smaller organs get passed over,
but this is not to indicate that
they lacked interest. Dr.
Wiemann brought his latest
acquisition, a 42keyless Bruns
Violinopan which had just been
completed and which he had
collected en route to Holland. A
six register organ it has 25 notes
on melody, the front rank being
of cane piccolos, and it is quite
powerful with the genuine
'klang'to be expected from this
traditional type of organ.
Another organ of interest was
the 42 key 2 re gister Limonaire
of Christian and Michelle
Lemaire. Whilst larger than the
Bruns in size it contained fewer
pipes and was much more softly
voiced of course so was
appreciably quieter. But it was
enjoyable to listen to and not
least when it was accompanying
Mme Lemaire in one of those

typical French melodies.

RAFFIN ORGELBAU EX-
PAI{SION. When making one
of my periodic visits to
Ueberlingen last Spring, I was
so taken aback by the changed
appearance of the Raffrn works
that I stopped the van outside
instead of driving in as nor.rnal.
An extension had been con-
structed on the front, to house
reception and offrces, of a most
modern desrgn. When completed
it will ensure that the business
is entirely contained within the
works and the Bureau will no
longer be in the home of Josef
Raffrn adjacent. Afurther addi-
tion was partly completed at
the rearwhich will provide much
needed storage space. The ever
increasing range of models has
made this necessary. It will
permit stocks of components to
be held and a variety ofcabinets
which should help in preventing
delivery dates being extended.
Having adequate supplies of
pipes, music transport boxes,
bellows and so on, available will
greatly assist in meeting fluc-
tuating demand between models
and permit a further extension
in the range of models without
undue disruption.

Apart from the original 20
note pipe and the later reed
organ, the 31 note organ is
produced in two frve register
sizes - the R.31/100 with a row
of metal piccolos situated to the
rear ofthe wooden piccolos, and
the R.31/103 with nineteen
tmmpets. The R.31/84 is still
available but is installed in one
ofthe larger cabinets so making
it possible to add the further
register at a later date.

To stay ahead of the
competition no frrm can stand
still and Raffrn Orgelbau have
a number of developments in
the pipeline, both in the way of
new models and of developments
to existing organs. These will
be perfected before being pub-
licly announced, so for obvious
reasons I am not at liberty to
disclose what these are for at
the moment. However, with luck
I may be able to have one such
model playrng at this year's
Llandrindod. I
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At the Old
Man River

by Hank Waelti

As Jon Gresham mentioned in his reminiscences,
one of the advantages to belong to the MBSGB is the
contact with people of common interests, the
possibility to frnd friends having the same hobby,
even worldwide.

This happened to me more than once, and lately
mywife Ruth and Ihadthe privilegetovisitone such
friend we met through the Society: Ed Meinhardt in
St. Louis MO - USA.

Quite a few years ago Ed wrote me a letber referring
to the organ festival in Thun. Giving him the
information he asked for, I invited him to see us
when staying in Switzerland. So we met, and since
then we kept in contact, writing to each other
occasionally.

When Ed heard that we planned touring the US,
he insisted that we stopped at St. Louis. He saw to it
that we were met at the airport, had conducted tours
to aII the sights in and around the city - including a
ride to the top of the arch (the famous "Gate to the
West", an absolute must in St. Louis) and dinner on

Ed Meinhardt with his 20 note Raffin organ (with
Enzian and Edelweiss). Hank inspecting it.

rear-wheelers on the Mississippi and Missouri rivers. -

In short, Ruth and I had the iime of our life. ' '

Most interesting was his business, the "St. Louis
Carnival Supply" (see Music Box, Vol. 11 (1983) Nr.
4,p. L57).In American terms: I got a kick out of all
the items he is selling. Of all L};.e crazy things - you
name it and Ed has it!

At his home (where he thoughtfully had raised
the Swiss flag at the entrance) we were surprised to
frnd a big collection of musical boxes, two very nice
automates, an old barrel piano, a player piano and a
huge variety of hummels and, of course, beer mugs.
I was happy to see and crank his 20 note "Raffin" -

the organ he bought from JosefRaffrn and I had to
see to it that it got weII adorned with "Enzian and
Edelweiss".

Ed, as an American of German ancestors, took
special pleasure going to the "Oktoberfest" in St.
Louis with his Raffin, German hat with all the
trimmings and original leather pants.

Although in his seventies, Ed is still working
(keeps him alive and kickin') andhe sure didn't lose
his dry sarcastic humour.

Thanks, Ed - and keep on going, the world needs
desperately characters like you are! t

Having a good time, Hank and Ed.

Musical Box Society of Great Britain

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Correct Membership Fees

United Kingdom €18.
Europe and Near East f,18, plus f5 if not in sterling.
Australia, New Zealand, Far East Surface Mail f,20, plus f,5 if
not in sterling.
Australia, New Zealand, Far East Air Mail f,26, plus fb if not
in sterling.
USA Surface Mail f,20 (or $50 if not in sterling).
USA Air Mail f25 (or $60 if not in sterling).
Canada Surface Mail f,20 (or $60 if not in sterling).
Canada Air MaiI f,25 (or $70 if not in sterling).
Joining or re-joining fee, Annual Sub. plus 507o joining fee
(this covers 18 months Membership from 1st January & 6
editions of the Journal).
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The Mysterious
Pyke

by Nicholas Simons

The barrel Organ can be divided into three main
Street Barrel Organ and
land produced some very
throughout the eighteenth

ust be rated amon
in the eighteenth

e organs and organ
rv little information

about this maker.
I have attempted to collect what has been published

to try and establish his reputation as a frne and
qlgportant maker ofBarrel Organs, Organs and Organ
Clocks.

Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume in his book 'Barrel
Organ' states George Pyke was working pre 1794.

Michael Wilson, in his book 'The English Chamber
Organ'refers to him as the 'mysterious Pyke' and
comments that he would have been working in London
about 1762.

Lyndesay G. Langwill and Canon NoeI Boston in
their book'Church and Chamber Barrel Organs'refer
to a trade label which reads as follows: 'AIl sorts of
machines and other organs made and sold by G. Pyke
maker to His Majesty, Facing Bedford Row'.

An article written by Donovan Dawe of the Guildhall
Library London and published in the Musical Times
(Jan. 1974) regarding a newspaper advertisement in
Lloyd's Evening Post 22nd March 1779 which read as
follows: 'On the premises by order of the Exectriz on

Note, the business will be carried on by Mrs. Pyke,
widow of the deceased, and Mr. Holahd. his iate

urn their grateful
r their past favours
to meritwhich. the

upmost attention will be given.'

indicates that he may have made all three.
Other facts which came to light after reading the

rest of the article are: George Pyke was born about
1725. His father, John Pyke was a watch and clock
maker who died in May 1762. George Pyke was
apprenticed to a clockmaker, Henry Page, a member of

"i3l'f:*J3,Tfiilcrockmakers until June 1753. "ril:ftiili ilT
apprenticed in 1739 and free from The Clockmakers
Company 1753-1763.

After the death of his father inL762, George $rke
continued to live and work at Bedford Row until his
own death, aged about 52 in May 1777,in his will he
describes himself as Organ Builder and Clockmaker.

The frne Chamber barrel organ Fig. (1) built by
George foke is contained in a glazed mahogany bureau
bookcase, it stands 95" high, 41" wide, 26" deep.

The barrel organ is frtted into the lower half of the
galiqet, ing frve stops,
labelled Twelfth and
Fifteent Lps control 64
wooden 1" in size. The
Principal Twelfth and Fifteenth operate 96 metal
pipes ranging from6r/2" to223/n" in size, giving a total of
160 pipes in all.

The frame and sound chest are constructed from
oak, the d still operateperfectly use. The organ
has two b ngle tunes and
the other ral cut system.

In the lid of the organ is the original trade label
which reads as follows: "All sorts of machines and
other organs and sold by G. Pyke, maker to His
Majesty. Facing Bedford Row".

The tune list is also present as follows: Fig. (b).
Barrel 1. Easter Hymn, Evening H5rmn, Sicilian

H5rmn, Portuguese Hymn, Bed of Roses,
O Nanny, Bee Profers Honey, Wood
Robin, Recovery, Shawl Dance, Persian
Dance and Lady Billincrofts Waltz.

Barrel 2. The Chase by Burton, Tit of Tat, Rondeau,
- Jubilee, Vauderville, Minuet by Fischer.
To operate the barrel organ the selected barrel is

removed from the storage compartment, the key frame
is raised so that the barrel can then be slid into

dby slidingthe barrel
to be played and then
mechanism shown in

Fig.2. The key frame rack can now be lowered into
p_osition. Turning the winding handle, which operates
through a wonn drive, turns the barrel and also drives
a crank shaft which pumps the bellows to supply all the
air pressure for the organ.

As the barrel turns the pegs and bridges operate the
individual keys on the key frame. This movement is
passed, via a rod, to open valves in the air chest, which
allows the air pressure to pass through to the correct
pipe to produce the required note.

During the restoration of the barrel organ the
removal of the bellows revealed the date of November
1772 found on the base of the cabinet. This method of
dating his work also appears on the organ works of an
organ clock in the Temple Newsam Collection, this
date being 1765.

The number of known pieces built by George Pyke
that I have been able to trace are listed below-.

1. Barrel organ in mahogany bureau bookcase, Fig.
( 1).

2. Pedestal organ clock the case is of Ebony,Rose-
wood and Oak banded by brass moulding in the
style ofWilliam Kent. The clock contains animated
figures and controls an organ which consists of
three registers, twenty pipes in each and governed
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by three stops - flute, principal and piccolo. This
organ clock is on display at Temple Newsam House,
Leeds.

Pedestal organ clock in an ebonised and ormolu
mounted case, which plays ten tunes, dated 1760,
also with automata frgures on painted landscape.
This clock is displayed in theMuseumoflondon.
Organ clock in a Japanned case, embellished with
ormolu and pierced metal panels, the painting
around the dial represents a pastoral landscape,

attributed toZoffany, with animated frgures. Three
registers each of 16 pipes governed by three stbps
- flute principle and piccolo. This Pyke clock came
from Highcliffe Castle, Hampshire. It passed into
the Vaux collection and was sold in 1975, its
present whereabouts unknown.

5. A pipe organ, in Chippendale mahogany case,
frnely carved with garlands and flowers 12'6"
high, 7'4" wide. This organ was sold on January
12th 1905, at the sale of effects of the Marquis of
Anglesey, present whereabouts unknown.

6. Pedestal organ clock ebonised and ormolu case in
Kensington Palace, not in working order.

7. An eight barrel cabinet organ, formerly the property
of the Duke of Bedford, now in the collection of
Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume as stated in his book
'Barrel Organ'.

To help form a more comprehensive list of organs,
clocks and harpsichords etc., built by George Pyke I
would appreciate any information that could be given.
References:

Ord-Hume, Arthur W. J. G. - 'Banel Organ' also Music
and Automata.

Wilson, Michael - The English Chamber Organ.
Languill, G. Lyndesay. Boston, Canon Noel - 'Church

and Chamber Barcel Organs.

Dawe, Donouan - 'The Musical Times', January 1974.

Music Box, Vol. 9, No. 7, 1980, P314. I

'T,

Fig. 1. Pedestal organ clockby George Pyke, London.
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Victorian Inventions
by Graham Whitehead

The Victorians were certainly great inventors, but
Iooking through the pages of newspaper and magazines
of the period, signifres that the ViCtorians were also

Tower, his aim was to construct a real Castle in the air

At around an emerged to
celebrate Ch h anniversary
of the discov consisted of L
giantglobe with a diameter of 350 meters standing on
a girder structure 80 meters high inside the globe
which represented the earth. There was to bi an
electric tramway, hotels, restaurants, and even a
fairground but San Salvadore, where Columbus first
landed was not considered to be of an area with
sufficient population to justify such an ambitious
project.

An illustration d
speeding along on
Daisy Bell became
time of the invention of the tandem. This idea, a two
penny version ofthe penny farthing, based on the old
"bone shaker" was perhaps just an artists dream.
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Some dreams did materialise with its feet frrmly on
the ground, was invented an automaton doll a 1/, life-
size frgure dressed as a cook holding pans of food which
was served to dinner guests by the operator pressing
hidden buttons.

It was said that a farmer from the south of England
once constructed a dinner railway, transporting food
from the kitchen direct to his dinner guests thus
saving on the need to employ servants.

Not so high in the clouds was an invention that
wasn't, from Texan born G. Hachberger. Before the
turn of the century, he attempted to patent his idea for
a railway bike - not one that ran on rails but on the
telegraph wires that ran along side the railways. His
idea involved attaching four extra heavy gauge wires

to the existing telegraph poles, one which suspended
the bicycle and the other which supported it. The other
two wires were to be used for traffic in the other
direction. The bike would be driven by an electric
motor powered from electricity already present in the
telegraph wires and was to be capable of speeds up to
25 miles per hour. What a delightful way to travel to
work each morning. How Hachberger was going to
cope with points for changing direction or getting on or
offis not recounted.

Even great inventors like Edison were unable to
convert all their dreams into reality. Knowing how
tiring for women pedalling the treadle of a sewing
machine could be, he experimented with a fuel-Iess
motor to drive the sewing machine. His theory was
that modulations from the human voice could generate
electric power. So instead of pedalling the sewing
machine, the seamstress merely talked into a
microphone. However, Edison soon discovered that it
was easier to sit pedalling than incessantly talking to
oneself and in any case the talk-to-current ratio was
insuffrcient. Another little known invention of Edison's
which stopped their toddlers falling out of bed was the
cot!

Mechanical music enthusiasts will already know
how inventive and successful our Victorian forefathers
were intheir attempts to produce music by mechanical
means - Not just the Victorian era of course. A Peterburg
clock-maker, J.G. Strasser was one of the frrst to
attempt a "Mechanical orchestra". This device was
built between 1789 and 1801 and played works by
Haydn, Mozart and Eberl. At the turn of the 19th
century, the Singing Lamp, invented by Frederick
Kastner, known in Paris where it was popular as the
"Lustre Chantant", produced musical sounds from
glass pipes ofvarying lengths connected to a lighted
gas supply and keyboard. When the musician played
the keyboard, the depressed keys would extinguish
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the gas in the tubes to which the keys were connected.
fhe cooling of the hot air which occurred as the gas jet
was extinguished, caused a musical note to emit from
the end of each pipe. Even the Singing Lamps' side

effects were a bonus. The flickering lights must surely
have provided the first disco effect and the heat from
the tubes centrally heated the room in which it was
being played.

,,
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One of the best examples of an early "orchestrion",
was by Johann Maelzel from Vienna. He and his
brothers spent six years experimenting and eventually
produced his "Panharmonicon" in 1813. This was a
huge orchestrion standingin a cabinet about 28ft high
and incorporating over 350 instruments including 50
oboes, 20 trumpets, 150 flutes and 150 flageolets. Herr
Maelzel a friend ofBeethoven, had the great composer
write music specially for the Panharmonicon and
inspired by Wellington's victory over Napoleon,
Beethoven composed the music "Wellington's Victory"
or "The Battle of Vitoria", a battle symphony,which
aroused admiration for its clashing musical effects
when first performed on 8th December, 1813. Maelzel's
fame came to its height when they took his instrrrments
on a tour of America. Maelzel intended to bring his
invention to Londonwhere he was goingto play a piece
composed by Beethoven but it seems that a disagreement
with the composer prevented the visit. The instrument
was destroyed in world war II.

The inventor of the "Metronome", the Dutch genius
Deitrich Nicholas Winkel showed his new inventionto
Maelzel, but Winkel's confrdence in Maelzel was
misplaced as Maelzel later made a Metronome himself
and has since been credited as its inventor. Winkel
decided to get back at Maelzel by inventing a more
remarkable mechanism, this device he frnished in
1821 and called the "Componium". It consisted of 35
pipes mounted on a wind chest. It is claimed the
Componium was "fed" a musical theme and then by

pressing a lever, the machine started to compose. The
barrels are interchanged by lengthwise gearing ofthe
cylinders and thus create endless variations. The
mechanism consists of two main parts, an orchestrion
and a special mechanism which does the composing. It
originally had seven cylinders, three of which are
preserved today with works by Mozart, LMoscheles
and L.Spohr.

Around 1875, John and James Blessing of Prague
began making orchestrions and there intention was to
imitate as close as possible the orchestra. But the
orchestrion has a history of makers names almost as
large as the musical box itself. More than enough to
make a mammoth article. Orchestrions have always
been far less documented in the Music Box pages than
the music box, maybe there is someone out there
willing to contribute an article on this subject.
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Emile Waldteufel (1837-1915) was born in a
French musical family and became a pianist,
conductor and composer of numerous waltzes and
polkas. He only received wide recognition after an
introduction to the Prince of Wales (later King
Edward VII) led to a very successful launch of his
waltz Manola in L874.

Here are three composers - only one of them well
remembered today, but all three responsible for
some hit tunes and now additionally useful in
dating cylinder musical boxes.

Alphons Czibulka (L842-I890 was a Hungarian
conductor and composer whose later work included
alTangements of Sullivan operettas for production
in Germany. He is noted for . . .

Stephanie Gavotte 1886
Love's dream after the ball 1890
Myosotis waltz 1890
An dich! waltz-serenade 1892

Louis Ganne (I862-L923) was a French composer
who studied at the Paris Conservatoire and later
enjoyed a long spell as musical director at the
casino, Monte Carlo. He is noted for . . .

La Czafina mazurka ca1884
LaTziganemazurka ca1885
Marche Lorraine 1887
Le pdre de la victoire 1888

This last tune turned up, uncredited, as Father
Victory on Paillard serial 84796, tune sheet on
page 109 of Vol. 14, No. 4.

His hits include . .

Myosotis
Manola
Dolores
Skaters
Estudiantina
Espafla
Grenadiers
Acclamations

1867
1873
1880
1882
1883
1886
1886
1888

These do not suffer from language problems
except the Skaters waltz which also comes as Les
Patineurs. Manola is very unlikely to be on a
musical box before I874, but all the others could
have turned up in their year of composition. Most
are still in Concert repertoires, and on Polyphon
and Regina discs.

Harpe Harmonique Piccolo
It seems probable that all the Geneva makers
produced Harye Harmonique Piocolo mu^sical boxes,

Fig. 1. Coloured tune sheet of PVF 49798, seen in dilferent sizes on boxes ra.ngingfrom C. Paillard 26gg and Zfi)8
to PVF 84798.



Fig. 2. P\IF 49793, probably made in 1E87, with a smattering of nickel and all extras except speed controller.

with the possible exception of Nicole, Lecoultre
and Ducommun Girod. The type must have been
already well established when one made by L. A.
Grosclaude appeared in the 1878 Universal
Exhibition in Paris. Another of his, serial 869,
appeared in Oddments 46, Vol. 14, page 203-4.

These boxes all had two combs with the curious
feature, so far unexplained, that one or two of the
highest notes on one comb were repeated on the
other. An example from the Baker-Troll outfrt is
serial 13890, with 41cm = 16" cylinder playing
ten airs. The combs have 61 and 32 teeth, with
overlap of two pitches. The tune sheet is headed
Harpe Harmonique Piccolo Zither and has no
reference to Baker or Troll but the top of the
governor block is stamped TROLL AND BAKER
in very small lettering between the endless and
the securing screw hole. T\rne selector and indicator
and speed control are frtted.

A more unusual example of the same species is
Geo. Bendon serial 27298, of unknown make,
with 43cm = 17" cylinder playing eight airs. The
combs have 82 and 40 teeth, with the top frve
teeth of the bass comb covering the same three
pitches as the lowest four on the treble comb. I
wonder who made these Geo. Bendon boxes, -

probably someone in Geneva. This one has the
same zither and the same ornate key escutcheon
and carrying handles as Rivenc 28806 mentioned
below, and two of the same tunes, and the same
mis-spelling of Piccolo with only one c - enough
coincidences to give food for thought.

Paillard, Vaucher, Fils
A very good Harpe Harmonique Piccolo box is
PVF serial 49793, though you might not think so

if only shown its tune sheet, Fig. 1. Tune 3 dates
it at 1885 or later and it certainly seems that PVF
preferred to call this Geneva arrangement Piccolo
Zither, just as Geneva makers initially referred to
Paillard's Sublime Harmonie arrangement as
Concerto.

PVF 49793 plays eight airs with 33cm = 13"
cylinder and conforms exactly to the usual Harpe
Harmonique Piccolo type with combs of 61 and 32
teeth and overlap of two pitches. Fig.2 shows the
mechanism in its case with elaborate transfer on
the front and frtted with nickel-plated winder,
tune indicator and selector, safety check, zither
and control lever knobs; nickel was steadily
encroaching by 1885.

Although the combs have the usual overlap of
two pitches, they here include the extraordinary
feature that the last tooth on the bass comb and
the frrst on the treble are tuned lower than the
preceding bass tooth, as shown in Fig. 3. The bass
comb carries Paillard's horn-and-cross trade mark,
and the snail cam carries the very unusual mark
of a frtter's correction, both also shown in Fig. 3.

The zither design, shown in Fig. 4, does not
allow easy adjustment. First the support alone is
frxed to the comb (obscuringthe PVF trade mark)
by the fourth comb screw needing an undersize
washer. Then the zither with its operating lever is
attached by inserting the hinge pin, whose end
has a deep saw-cut for splaying to prevent it
working free. Finally the control lever pivot screw
is inserted. So adjustments can be tedious. Not a
good design.

Blank code 37 is stamped on the bedplate edge
and on many cylinder, spring and governor
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Fig. 8. Detaile of PVF 4979S. trtom left to right. . .
single and double dots indicate teeth of the ssrne pitch on the two conbs.
Zither support moved to reveal trade mark on comb.
Centre dot on snail carn indicates dwell position of cam follower. At this point the c'm step was stretched to

its comect height. But lazy crafitsman left a further rise of .003" which "does not matter" but a^dds to the blow on
changing to tune 1.

components, accompanied by letters G, J,T or Z
and urith CMM on the treble end cylinder bearing.
Gear ratio, endless to cylinder, is 1373 to 1.

The case is 24Yz by 9 inches (62 by 23cm),
lengthened by double spring drive and thereby
improving bass radiation which I think improves
the counterpoint in a box like this with strong
piccolo effect. Presumably boxes with double
springs were thought likely to be set running for
the duration, in which case it is a bit surprising
that the tunes are not ordered for better contrast
- tunes 8, L,2, and 3 give consecutive waltz time.

The teeth tuned to a, 440Hz-, are nos.27-2g
from the bass end and their relative stiffness is
290, about normal for the mid 1880s. The zither
operates on teeth 8 to 55, main comb, and is
undeniably effective. It gives a show-off
performance \Mith the Last Rose. The frtting of
tune selector and safety check suggest that PVF
took special pains over 49793 and there cannot be
many 13" 8-air movements to beat it.

Ami Rivenc
Another good but less typical Harpe Harmonique
Piccolo box is Ami Rivenc serial 28806, though
you might be doubtful if only shown its tune
sheet, Fig. 5. Practically the same tune sheet was
also used by Bremond but its use by Rivenc has
now been established in several cases, notably
serial numbers 29290 and 31795. Serial 28806
plays six airs with 33cm = 13" cylinder and so its

combs have 81 and 43 teeth. Those tuned to a,
44OHz, are nos. 27-29, relative stiffness 2L4, and,
it is just a coincidence that they match the PVF
positions mentioned above - and rather surprising
as one would have expected more emphasis at the
bass end with so many extra teeth. The overlap is
two pitches involving the top three teeth of the
main comb and the lowest four of the other.

The point where the combs join is three pitches
higher than on PVF49793, and there are twelve
teeth pitched higher than any on the PVF, so the
piccolo effect is greatly extended. Pinning at the
bass ends of the two boxes looks very similar, and
since I had to re-pin the first thirty tracks on
28806 I can record the number of pins . . .

Fig.4.Ihe slit endofthe hinge pincanbe seen inthis
view ofyet another idiotic design ofzither support.
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Fig. 5. Tune sheet of Ami Rivenc 28806. Ihe normal Bremond version of this tune sheet has names of composers
in the side borders.

no. of averase ;"".Tfl1iTracks pins per tooth per tune

1-10 547 54
rr -20 766 76
2r - 30 7L3 7r

I
13
L2

Fig. 6 shows the movement, with zither mounted
from the bedplate and operating on all the bass
teeth except the lowest frfteen - though perhaps it
was originally intended for further bass cover as
with the PVF.

Blank codes are 66 for spring and governor, 78

Fig. 6. Serial 28806, probably nade in lE7E, with zither support secured from the bedplate, no other nickel
plating and no extras.
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for cylinder components. Ratio, endless to cylinder,
is 1950 to 1.

Both these boxes played The Last Rose, albeit
with quite different though equally good
arrangements, so I arranged a fair competition -

which I had to repeat three times, and still the
end result was a tie. But this in fact awards the
medal to PVF because they supplied two more
tunes. Except with the extreme piccolo, the L24
teeth on the Rivenc failed to improve on the PVF's
93. This again illustrates the improvement in
toothutilisation soon after seriat 28806 was made
in about 1878.
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Fig. 7. Graph showing estimated production dates of Ami Rivenc musical boxes. The line shows a rate of lofi)
a year, set about one year after the latest tune played.

The starting point is mid 1869, the year in which Rivenc took over ftom Greiner. The lowest serial number
is 19024' this box carrying a plaque above the tune sheet stating'A Rivenc & C. Manufacturers Geneva" as
illustrated in Vol. 8 page L74.

Dots above the line indicate the 24 boxes listed in the accompanying table.

1890

The onlyHarpe Harmonique box I have seenby
Langdorff, serial 20303, was illustrated in Vol.
L4, page 53. It has 13" cylinder playing six airs
and combs of 88 and 35 teeth, overlapping three
pitches. It was made in 1881 and showed the
improved utilisation of its 123 teeth by playing
with full mandolin effect.

When was it made?
It is nearly ten years since John Clark's data on
Nicole boxes were refined to a graph connecting
serial numbers with date of manufacture - Vol.
10, page 257 or my book page 81. Then six years
ago Patrick McCrossan spotted a clue for dating
Langdorffboxes and three years later, thanks to
data from many members, a similar but more
accurate graph could be drawn for all Metert and
Langdorffboxes - Vol. L4, page 52.

I had hoped we could do the same for at least
one other maker before now, but despite growing
interest no further dating marks have been

discovered. So I think we must now try a different
strategy, based on the latest tune.

I think it is perfectly safe to say that, after the
year 1870, a hit tune would start to appear on
musical boxes within one year from date of
composition. So it is possible that the box was
made within that year and it is certain that it was
not made the year before. Accordingly, by plotting
latest tune date against serial number, we get a
graph showing the earliest possible year of
manufacture. The fact that many boxes were
made a lot later than their latest tune, and that
we still only have data on less than a tenth of one
percent of any maker's output (excepting ubiquitous
Nicole) mean that it will take time before such
graphs are fully useful; but they make a good
start, as shown in Fig. 7.

Tune sheet programmes come in three distinct
types . . .

1. All "old" tunes, largely operatic, songs,
dances, folk tunes or hymns.
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2. The same, but enlivened or popularised
by including one or more recent popular
hits.

3. Selections of mainly current popular hits,
often with one or two old-timers.

Applyrng this arbituary classifrcation to the 75
tune sheets in the Ord-Hume book,I found 22 in
type 1; 30 in type 2; and 18 in type 3. The other
frve I could not allocate, partly due to their age;
hence my caution in not applying this method
before 1870. After that date, popular tunes are
not so hard to trace, and the music sections of the
larger public libraries are willing helpers. One
problem is to avoid getting snowed under by
masses of tunes and dates; patient readers will
know that in recording obscure composers I quite
often quote only tunes which were big hits. For
example, I do not mention the six operettas
composed by Czibulka, above; they are easily
found and dated if they should turn up, which is
not very likely.

Type 1 tune sheets are useless for dating. A
good example of type 2 is shown in Fig. 1, with
tune 3 at 1885, tune 8 at 1883, tune 1 borderline
at L87I , and all the rest old-timers except perhaps
tune 2 which is too risky to count. Type 3 ranges
from lists of unashamedly pop hits through whole
programmes from Gilbert and Sullivan and other
late operettas to the sort of collection seen on
Junod serial 43844 (Vol. 14, page 137, Fig. 1)
whereDaisy Bell is the latest, L892, and there are
two 1890 tunes, and the oldest is The Mihado,
1885. I think type 3 boxes are more likely than
type 2 to offer a really recent hit.

Some tune sheets omit the composers, causing
ambiguities as with the two Myosotis waltzes
mentioned above. Luckily such cases are rare for
unusual titles, and this one only happened due to
a botanically based translation of the Forget-me-
not waltz which Waldteufel simply called
Vergissmeinnicht. Other pitfalls come from
translating quirks and from the occasional practice
ofoperettas being re-titled to suit other countries:
for example Indigo (1871) and Die Fledermaus
(1874) by Johann Strauss II had their respective
French premieres in Paris as La Reine Indigo
(1875) and La Tzigane (L877). The alarming
number of boxes without tune sheets, and of
tunes proving very hard to trace, add to the
diffrculties; and of course some programmes were
produced for quite a number of years - the latest
will show up as a point far above the main trend
ofthe graph.

Despite these snags I have made a reasonably
good start with boxes made by Ami Rivenc over
the period 1870 to about L892, as shown in Fig 7.

The accompanying table lists the boxes involved,
in serial number order. Often one cannot be certain
to have recognised the latest tune, in which case
the latest date quoted is marked with an asterisk.

Table of Rivencboxes, withmarkings andlatest
tunes. '

Abbreviations:-

B - Tune sheet as in Fig. 5.

BS - the same but with winged lion at top
centre.

N - National Musical Box type.

R - Coloured Rivenc type, winged lion at
bottom centre.

W - governor cock stamped with winged lion.

F - serial number on flat handle of winder.

Notes on the table:-

As well as items 4 & 6, serial 23373 and25428
went to A. Woog.

Items 6 & 11 are in the Ord-Hume book, nos. 10
and 63.

Item 8 is described in Volume 72,page 195.

Asterisk x indicates an untraced tune, which
could be later.

Withproductionat1000ayear, a box like item
14 (1882, serial 36272) must be almost four
years later than item 11 (1882, serial 32383). So

it can safely be so plotted, as shown at X on the
graph.

For a frrst shot at dating I have taken the trend
ofthe points plotted to indicate a production rate
of one thousand a year. Then I drew a line
representing this rate, set one year later than the
latest tunes. If I have done it right, all Rivenc
boxes can be dated as indicated by this line or up

w
w
w

B
B
B

B
B
B

B
B
R

B
BS
N

N

N

R

R

I t9024
2 19380
3 22279

4 23370
5 25345
6 26296

7 28806
8 29290
9 30623

Date of Tlpe of
Serial latest tune

Item number tune sheet
Markings
and notes

F
F

F Agent A. Woog
F

Agent A. Woog

w

w
w

39599 same tunes

w
w
w
w
w
W44292 same

10 31977
11 32383
t2 33132

13 34459
t4 36272
15 37528

16 38398
L7 38618
18 38878

19 39643
20 39720
2L 40645

22 4t924
23 42917
24 44L36

1856*
1866*
1867*

L874*
r872*
1870*

r877*
L87L
1880

1881*
1882
1882

1881*
1882
1886

1886*
1888*
1886x

1888 R
1889
1889 N

1890x R
1892 R
1892 R
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Fig. 8. The works of a conple_x musical picture cloc\ enhanced by L'Ep6e serials 14676 and 16148. Photo kindly
supplied by the autioneers, Bonhams.

to say two years later. This raises several
implications, some involving Bremond. I hope to
air them in the next Oddments, when I also hope
to offer a similar attempt at dating some Bremond
serial numbers.

As usual, several members helped in digging
up all this information, John Hammond
outstandingly.

Musical picture
T\vo L'Ep6e movements in the exotic surroundings
of a picture clock are shown in Fig. 8. The picture,
about four feet by three, is a finely-detailed village
and lake scene with castle and water mill, and
with sundry day-today activities including boating,
gossiping and feeding chickens.

The clock strikes the hours and quarters and
twice daily rings the Angellus on four gongs at top
left with a further four gongs, bottom left,
performing as a carillon.

The larger musical movement, L'Ep6e serial
I5L48,has a "fat" 13 inch (33cm) cylinder playrng
twelve airs at two per turn. It plays one tune
before each hour. The smaller movement, L'Ep6e
serial 14575, with 8 inch (20cm) cylinder, plays
four airs - one after each carillon sequence.

As shown at the right ofFig. 8, both movements
are wound through bevel gearing from rods
reaching to the bottom of the picture frame. Not
quite so easy to see are the flat bars connected to
the play/stop and change/repeat levers, which
also emerge below. Both movements are typical of
L'Ep6e key-wind types, certainly made before the
factory was brought to a standstill by war in
January 1871, and perhaps as early as 1862. As
usual they were sold through Thibouville-Lamy.
Only the 12-air movement has a tune sheet, ofthe
rather spartan type headed MUSIQUE de
GENEVE as shown on page 270 of Vol. 12 for
serial 26925, but with different border design.

L'Ep6e always used the French clock type of
click springs, just visible in Fig. 8 at all the
winding points - three on the clock and four
others, making seven to wind weekly plus the
music;the 4-air movement would run a week on
one winding but the 12-air, if left to play twenty-
four times a day, would require winding almost
daily. Probably there was quite a lot of use for the
play/stop and chime/silent levers; but this picture
clock must have given great visual and musical
pleasure for well over a hundred years - besides
tellingthe time. r
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The House ftat Heppe built
FOUNDED IN 1865-ADOPTED ONE-PRICE SYSTEM IN 1881

C. J. Fleppe & Son. lllT-l I l9 Chestn,tl $trgg1-6th and Thompson Streete

The resources of t'welve great factories
make possible the 'wonderful value in the

F'R.ANCASCA-HDPpm, pLAymR.-pI^ANS, $45o
In response to a long de-

mand for a strictly high-
grade player:piano at a
popular pt'ice, the Aeolian
Company mad,e for us the
Francesca-Heppe.

Every resource at hheir
command, .: every artisan
in their twelve great fac-
tories, where are built the
Weber, Wheelock, Stuyve-
sant and Stroud pianos, and
the world-famous Pianola,
--+very inventor in these
factories was employed to
make the Francesca-HePPe
a possibility.

Evcry commercial ad-
vantage which the vast
manufacturing operations

fl-rri c+mrc Ma6l- i nn'e

7th Dec, L99I, Tuke Common room,
l- r^l Inan Tanz'lan D^^icf rr-

negCllL > 9uffs9v, r\sYlrLlo

-i^- f? (n nar Dr^nr:mma j--
r.Jv yr!

include Clive Jones talking about
his new disc copying service. Other
t^lke n^t- rraf fin:liscd-br rf fttrfheryeu !rrtst+u!

details available from the Meetings
c6^r6f :r\/ nn ramraqj- Radi qf r:f i onL ! r\vYtvv!ee4v!r

and coff ee from 9.3Oam, first speaker
starts at 10.00am.
c^rinn Maal-ina.ry
10th, 11th & l2th AprrL 1992, at The
Park Hotel, Cardiff. Tel. 0222
la?4?l ? ninhj-c dinner- bed:nd. - LtJYLLe - vtrrrrv! t

hrarlzfrci fQO nar noYq-n DinnerL2w y-L

only Saturday nighl 114.50 Provi-
oinr:l \/ Prooramme LO incfude atJtvrrultf

feasl two ta Lks (one bY David
enallinn|lnn:l rricij-q inelrrdinoJ'rsrtrrrY/r tvuq! v!J!urf

I an" nrr rzal c eol I ector. Further
dera i fs and booking forms from
M66f i n^c qa-ral-:r\/ Al I :rr:noe-,',ssLtilYJ uvvl!uqr f r

manfc nrarriqinn:l

of this great company
provide was used to make
this the world's best popu-
lar-priced player-piano.

Here is a moderate-priced
instrument possessing the
structural features and the
high artistic ideals that
characterize t}re great Pia-
nola-Pianos.

To those considering the
purchase of a player-piano
and with whom price is a
limiting consideration, \pe
unhesitatingly commend
the Francesca-Heppe at
$450.

Sold on small monthly
payments.

Write for illustrated
catalogs.

Made by
the makers of

Pianola.Pianos
Stioud ......$550
Stuyvesant ,.$650
Wheelock ....S750
'Weber . ....$1000
Steinway ...$1260

Late News tl. J. Fletcher & Co,
BBIDGE IT0RKS: llEll ll0BTH R0AB, [Cll8OH, fi.

( A lcw nindcs' walh ftom our late lrcmiscs. )
Truronlptrc AoonlsE: tr Dul,ctPEoNr' Hol. Lonoor." TBLTPnoN! Nuuarn: Dmsror d8?,

PIANOFORTE, PIANO-PLAYER,
Organ and Harmonium

FITTINGS of every Description.

Piano Action & Key Repairs,
We make promphess and good rvorkmanship
a specialty in this department.

Manufacturers of Gvered Strings, Pressure Bus,

Bra$ Pin Plates, Key Leads, Top Door Paneh,

and every description o[ Music Furniture, &c.
Contains 20,000 sq. ft, floor space.

Large Electric Lift to all Floors.
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Iztters sent to the Editor may be rcprod,uced, in part or
whole, unless marhed,, "Not for Pvblicatinn." Due to the
anount of uorh inDolued in prod,ucing the "Music Box" th2
Editor regrcts he canrct answer all letters persomlly-

Heart and Soul
Ken of the Musical Organ Owners
Society writesr
I read with great interest, Jim Hall's
article, "so you want to buy an organ",
which pointed out some ofthe pit-falls
when purchasing a mechanical organ.
Permit me to make one or two
comments because I feel that he may
have overlooked one or two important
points.

A mechanical organ, by its very
nature is a complex piece of equipment
and takes time to build. That is once
the builder has done time on the design
and development of the production
model. The voicing of the pipes can
vary from instrument to instrument
because no piece of wood, be it Ramin
or Pine is exactly the same.

It is on this time factor and
associated ideas that spring from this
that I would like to dwell on for a few
moments. As I have just said, most
builders, once they have spent between
5 and 10 years developing a particular
model, can then batch build and knock
an instrument out in about 6 weeks.
Bigger instruments take say 3-6
months and so on up the scale. During
that time, the builder has to live. He is
subject to elation, depression, family
crisis and all the other mundane
domestic traumas that go to make up
day to day living. As a result, the
production line can suffer accordingly
and with that ever closing deadline,
life in the workshop can get frantic to
say the least.

During the time that the organ is
being built, the builder puts a great
deal of his inner being into the creation.
He has to, for he is a producer ofan
artistic means of expression. If he got
out ofbed the wrong side in the morning,
and he has a rank ofviolin pipes to
frnishbylunch, then his mood will not
be on the job in hand, and quality will
suffer.

I was on the old steam telephone to
Roger Burville the other day and this
very subject of building organs came
up. He was going on about a Dutch
instrument he had seen, which was
beautiful to behold, excellent craft-
manship and made of the finest quality
materials. But the organlacked. H eart
and Soul. I am convinced that the
builder had something else on his
mind. An organ, andit does notmatter
how big or small it is, be it fair, street
or church, must have that Heart and
Soul in it if the instrument is to be anv

good. It does not matter a penny weight
what the instrument is made of . . as
Jim put it . . Ramin from the local
D.I.Y. store, best pine or M.D.F. Ifthe
instrument does not have Heart and
Soul then it's a non-starter in my book
because it is unable to stir those inner
feelings of one's being, that a good
instrument can do.

Another strand of Roger's conflab
was that many good organs have had
their character (heart and soul) taken
away either by poor rebuilding or inept
tuning. Tuners who fail to understand
the "being" ofa fairground, dance hall
or street organ nrn the risk of deshoying
their character. Some church organ
tuners want to tune a fairground organ
like a 2 manual and pedal job in the
local chutch. The result, total disaster.
Often the frrst casualty are the Bass
Trombones and while he was talking,
I heard the Preston 110 Gavioli as the
late George Flynn had it playing. The
result over the phone was most
enlightening. My goodness didn't those
Bass Trombones ever bark . . . They
don't do so much now.

I think a great many people who
buy these instruments just do not
know what they are taking on. They
see an organ, or one like it, "Ooooh yes
I would like to have one of those", but
do they really know how much work
has gone into the voicing ofthe pipes,
how much love and care into the overall
creation of the instrument? I think
not. True, there are cowboys in the
trade who will sell you a pup, if you
are gullable enough to fall for his
speil. But ifyou are in doubt, then ask
someone who is either in the know,
has a similar instrument to what you
want, or better still, ring up one of the
reputable organ builders. With them,
you cannot go wrong, because (a) they
have their reputation on the line if
they fail to give good service, and
anyway, they don't want to hear duff
examples of their work, so they are
always glad to help.

Here are some of the leading British
Organ Builders I would recommend
together with their specialised freld of
work.

Michael Dean, Whitchurch, Bristol
- For good reliable Fairground Organs
of any size, that will hold their own on
any site you may care to put them.

Alan Pell, Spalding, Lincs. - For
smaller sweet sounding organs with
that distinct Dutch voicing that is so
very popular.

Paul McCarthy, Basingstoke,
Hants. - For small and medium sized
instruments whichhave a unique sound
not unlike the German school of Fair
organ building. (Ruth) etc.

An&ew Whitehead, Stratf,ord-upon-
Avon, Warwicks. - For the Marenghi
look and sound alike organ.

The Fussel Bros and PeterTfueman,
for small roll-playing and book operated
organs.

Of course you can go continental
Raffin, Hofbauer or Anton Pleur etc.,
and with 1992 coming up, why not.
But there is still a small problem of
getting back to the builder should
anything go wrong.

Most organ builders build for stock
now so as they can cut out that silly
time-wasting pratt that has soured
the industry. I think this is good and
will improve the state of affairs in the
long-run. The current recession is
causing some concern in the organ
builders industry, so, if you have that
5-9 thousand quid knocking about, go
and see one ofthese superb builders
and bring a smile to his face. I have a
sneaking suspicion that you will not
regret it. I

Made from scratch
W. H. Kromer writes from U.S.A.:-
Enclosed is a photo ofa new 125 roll
organ we have made competely from
"scratch". It also has 14 2O24-T4
Aluminium bell bars playing all the
time with the melody notes. 125 rolls
have no register holes. Exterior of
case is patterned after the 159 North
Tonawanda case. Organ mechanism
is copied from my style 18/3535
DeKliest 1899 organ. Originally a barrel
organ and restored in1972 and later
converted from books to rolls. Style
18/3535 was the predecessor of the
125 organ. Allbeaters andfunctioning
parts are copied from the Wurlitzer
design so that it looks and sounds like
an antique. Trumpets are made using
bugle bells cut off at lr/t" and then
using an unplated 1rZ" plumbing trap
to accomplish the bend. Tuning length
had to be a little shorter than the
tapered neck band due to the large
area ofthe elbow. This organ is driven
by a rlz HP electric motor and has
typical wind bellows and reservoir
and vacuum bellows and reservoir.
Both copies of Wurlitzer. Exterior of
case is onlywhite primer at customers
request, Trimper's Amusements,
Ocean City, Maryland. Normally blue,
cream and gold paint would be on the
trim and cream on the case.
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Recording musical boxes
Jim Colleywritesfrom 20, O'Neill
Street, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary,
Eire:-
I attended with great pleasure the
London meeting in June. During John
Powell's talk I was sitting midway
between the musical boxes which he
played and the amplifier and speakers
which he used to increase the sound of
the music. I was struck, not for the
first time, by the fact that my right
ear could clearly detect the extreme
treble notes coming direct from the
box but that the reproduction through
the ampliflrer did not contain them at
all. I am sure that John had not got
the top-cut control in action, so there
must be some other reason why a
perfectly respectable amplifrer fails
to get the full range of notes. I have
frequentlyhad the same difficulty when
recording boxes, and usually adopt
the method, long ago described by
Arthur Ord-Hume of using two
microphones and moving them about
until the balance is right. Is the musical
box unique in that it seems difficult to
record? It is not as if the frequency
range is very great. Stringed
instruments, such as guitars, give no
trouble in this respect, and even the
piano is not that difficult. Can it be
that because the comb of a musical
box is undamped that sympathetic
vibrations are produced which the
ampliflrer does not like?

If any members should have opinions
or have done research on this matter
I would be interested to learn more.

Also, if there are any members of
the Society living in Ireland I would
like to hear from them. Perhaps we
could start a branch of the Society
here. I

Womens' Lib
The ladies write:-
We love our men, and we love their
musical boxes, organs, etc., (most of
the time) but on occasion we may feel
they have things all their own way! At
the Spring meeting in Bowness last
year when there was a very successful
'Bring & Buy' stall, some of the ladies
bemoaned the fact that there was
nothing in it for them!

It was discovered that several ladies
had hidden talents, with the result
that a small Craft Stall was set up at
the recent meeting at Sarrfiacre. There
were various crafts displayed for sale,
including pressed flower and em-
broidered pictures, cards, book-marks,
etc., hand-made flowers and brooches,
and watercolour paintings.

Trade was brisk, the ladies were
delighted and a donation off,12 from
the proceeds was made to the Society.
perhaps the ladies will be able to
make this a regular feature at future
Spring meetings. I

Thank you
Trygve Kile writes ftom Norway:-
Thank you very, very much for all that
you do for us, members of the Musical
Box Society of Great Britain, by editing
the incredibly flrne and interesting
journal "The Music Box".

I do very much wish to support the
journal and I have several topics that
could be used. I have collected
instruments for many years and have
done a lot of restoration work and
have travelled far and wide with street
organs. Last Autumn I travelled
through all the Eastern European
countries (except Albania and USSR)
and through Istanbul and across the
Bospherous. To play in front of
Ceaucescu's Palace in Bucharest, and
watch the people when they heard the
strange music and make a lot of
enthusiastic friends, was like "living
in a fairy-tale". I
Musical box stamp
A member recently received a letter
from a Swiss member bearing these
stamps.

Information required
Jim Etherington writes from
Lancashirer
I have been recommended to write to
you on behalf of a customer seeking
any information you could offer with
regard to a musical box manufactured
by Nicole Freres.

The case appears to be in rosewood
with some string inlay and inlaid basket
of flowers on the top. It has a frxed
cylinder which appears to be in excellent
condition. Below is a rough outline of
the layout.

I

AWARD WINNING MUSEUM

RqIEH HqROINGS
lVorld of Mechaeical Music
A UNrcUE ATTRACTION AS FEATUNED ON

RADIO AND TELEVISION
A Museum of Antique Clocks, Musical Boxes, Automata and

Mechanical Musical Instruments,
REGULAR TOURS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Entrance through Gift Shop, where Musical Dolls, Clowns,
Houses, lnstruments, Records, Cassettes, Books

and Souvenirs are for Sale.

EUROPES LEADING RESTORER OF
CLOCKS AND MUSICAL BOXES

TARGE SELECTION OF ANTIOUE
MUSICAL BOXES FOR SALE

OPEN 7 days a week. 10:OO am - 6:0O pm
High Street. Northleach, Glos. GL54 3EU. Tel (O451) 601 81

8 airs Ft.* F;f No. z6
I ueneve 

I

1. Kathleen Mavourneen
2. Oft in the Stilly Night
3. The Mocking Bird
4. Comin'thro'the Rye
5. Annie Laurie
6. AuldLangSyne
7. The Keel Row
8. Beautiful Star
SNo 3104 GNo 50860 LNo 2704

There has been significant wood-
worm damage to one end of the case
but this has been treated. I would be
grateful if you give me any information,
without prejudice, regarding age,
background and possibly some
approximate idea of the value for
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GRAHAM WEBB
Author of The Cylinder Musical Box Handbook.,The Disc Musical Box Handbook

celebrates his

THIRTIETH YEAR

,{

?Fs: ,:

'i:!1D1.

the oftn tne serorce oI
Mechnnical Music

59 SHIP STREET, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN1 1AE, ENGLAND
Telephone and Facsimlle 0273 - 21.803
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After extensive Study, Research and Development we have produced a machine that can copy
ALL DISCS fOT ALL MAKES Of MACHINE:

we can now offer this unique DISC-CUTTING SERVICE world-wide.

For the first time, GUARANTEED, PERFECT DISCS, from 4" to34" canbe supplied (projection and
projection-less - for Music Boxes and Disc Orchestrions).

The Computer Numerically Controlled machinery can produce copies of discs with the highest
possible atcuracy, both in terms of radial and angular positioning. It is totally adaptable and c-an eJ/el
iectify non-standard discs. The discs are made from the correct quality steel, are attractively finished
and are supplied in individual heavy-duty P.V.C. covers. (These couers can be supplied separately).

A GUARANTEED, EFFICIENT SERVICE - AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

SEND S.A.E. FOR PRICES, LISTS ETC.

Contact Clive or Lester ]ones at The Mechanical Music Collection,
Church Road, Portfield, CHICHESTER, West Sussex PO19 4HN.

Telephone: (0243) 785421 or 372646

QUALITY INSTRUMENTS DESERVE'RENAISSANCE' DISCS
(AIl types ot' Musical Box restoration undertaken).



ld;-

I'op hft: a Symphonian disc money bank, German, eirra
1910. Sold for 14,620. C-enlre: a Gustave Vichy automaton,
French, ciru 1870. Sold for f23,100. Top nght: an Edison
Opera phonograph, American, circal9l2. Sold for f,4,400.
lzft: a l-eopald Lambert Turkish Smoker, French, circa
1890. Sold for f,19,800. Right: z 27tl: in Symphonian
'Orchestrion' Bells disc musical box. German. circal9O0.
Sold for f 14,300.

Sotheby's Collectors' Department is currently accepting entries for
autumn sales of dolls, costume, textiles and mechanical music.

For futher information (about any:rspect of buying and selling
at Sotheby's) please contact Alison Kurke, Sotheby's,

34-35 New Bond Street, London WlA 2AA. Tbbphane:071-i!08 5208.

,

I

SHenE rN Sou{EBY's SuccESS

Sotheby's successful sales of Collectors' items

include a wide va-riety of fine and rare mechanical musical

instruments - an exciting collecting area which attracts

consistently high prices at auction.

In May these magnificent examples sold well above estimate

to achieve impressive results.

THE WORLD'S LFADING FINE ART AUCTION HOUSE

FOUNDED 1744
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NORFOLK POLYPHON
CENTRE

(NORMAN & JUNE VrNCE)

SPECIALISTS IN:_

ORCHESTRIONS & ORGANS

AUTOMATA

CYLINDER BOXES

DISC MACHINES

A wide and constantly changing range
of instruments alwavs available

WOOD FARM, BAWDESWELL, EAST DEREHAM, NORFOLK.

Telephone: Bawdeswel (036-288) 230

(on 81145 one mile east of A1067 junction in Bawdeswell Village).

CYLINDER AI\D DISC BOX REPAIR AND RESTORATION

Services offered include:-

* Cylinder repinning - no limitation to size"

* Pins can be raked (angleQ if required.

* Eccentric or worn cylinder pins reground
true to cylinder pivots

* All manner of comb wotlc

* Cutting back Retuning
* Releading and T\.rning

* Refacing star wheels,

* Setting up and adjusting gantries

* Motor repairs

J. D. WEIR F.B.H.I.
Parkview, 72B Glengate, Kiniemuu, Angus Scotland DD8 4JG

Telephone: Kiniemuir (0575) 7378L

Cylinder repinning due to workshop expaneion I can offer a complete rylinder repinning sendce in a realietic time with no
limitations on cylinder size anything ftom muff bor to Plerodieniqug including orcheshal and organ cylinder* Organ

cylinders can be repinned with or without partial bridge repairs or firll rebridging
C$inder pine ale finirhed straight or rated as required.

Single cylinders from interchangeable sets can be repinned without All repine are charyed atthe eame baeic price
of length x diameter x 75p plus 175. With an additional charge for raking if required of length r dinrneter x 20p All

measurementE to the neareet half centimehe.

Organ cylinder repinning charges are asseseed on the full length of the cylinder including the bridged section This is to allow
for the exha time spent preparing and finishing these. Organ bridge repairs are charged at t12 per hour.

Collection and delivery. All work can be *U"*Tjffil;5j 
lg"!;$f" 

* insured catrier. Larse items can be collected

In fad arD'thitry trccessw tn complcbly owrlnill your msbal box. Part jobs welcome

slfi r0mr6d riiilua
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JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD,

LONDON, W.ll.

Telephone

0r -727 - l48s

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons

Juvenalia
Unusual Clocks

Phonographs
Gramophones

&c

ROBERT KANE TRENDER

Specialist Restorer of Disc Musical Boxes
Seven point Five. Drayson Mews. Kensington.LondonVS

0r.937.3247
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LAST DATE FORRECEIPT
OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR
INCLUSION IN NEXT ISSUE:-
7th October 1991.
Members: llp per word
tbold type 5! ler word extrar.

Minimum cost each advertisement f3
Non-Members: 22p per word.
t bold ttDe 10p pelr word extra t

Minimum cost each advertisement i6.
Semi display single column 3m mu. 30 words t9.
5m mil. 50 words f13. Box No. 91.

CASH WrIII ORDER PLEASE TO:
Advertising Maaager,
Ted BrcwD, m7 Halfvay Stret,
Sidcup, Kent DAIS 8DE.
Tel: 081300 6It35

FOR SALE
Nice selection of Player Pianos plus
NedS/trand Rolls Duo-Art etc. Export
service. Laguna Rolls, Lagoon Road,
Pagham, Sussex PO2 1 4TH, England.
For Sale: Two organs. 1. Gavioli
Harmoniflute Trombone, circa 1870,
38 keys, has tremolo stop, $8000 (U.S.).
2. Viennese reed barrel organ,22" x
135/e" x 11", two 16Y2" barrels, $2000
(U.S.). Payment by personal cheque
(pound-sterling equivalent) OIC Larry
Karp,2557 Perkins Lane West, Seattle,
WA 98 199, USA. Telephon ei 206-284-
9203. Fax: 206-284-0645.

FOR SALE
2O/22 note savins Fair Organ.

"Autumn Glor"v"
Complete with hand painted

proscenium, bandmaster,
generator (as new), plus over

f,1.000 worth of music. In frtted
trailer, or can be free standing,

f4,5O0
Photos/video available or view

at Dorset Steam Fair.
Phone: 0443 43673I, (evenings)

after September 3rd.

Welte Philharrnonic Player Pipe
Organ. Gold Medal winner 1927
Frankfurt. 22 stops, 2 manual and
pedal. For further details contact A.
Whytock, The Old Brewery, Church
Street, Melbourne, Derby DE7 1EJ.
Tel:0332 862629.

12rl2" Monopol disc musical box,
with 12 discs. Good playing order.
Offers around f,900. Tel: Alison Biden
0962 861350.

For Sale Ampico Reproducing Grand
Pianola fully restored and repolished,
with Ampico rolls. Duo-Art Upright
Reproducing Pianola fully restored
and repolished, with Duo-Art rolls.
Several 88 note players in original
and firlly restored condition, semi duo-
art Steck, Weber 88 note. 2 rate
expression players. Aeolian Orches-
trelle organs model "W" and "V" with
58 rolls. Parlour organ by David
Leach72key all electric action, with 1
hour of card music. Pol5phon 155/e"
table model with 16 good discs, fully
restored and repolished, photo
available. beautiful tone and inlaid
top. Nicole Frer6s music box same
condition as Polyphon. 88/65/58 note
rolls send your wants. Offers and
enquiries to Roger M. Brooks, 3
Beechwood Grove, Bamhead G78%IH,
Renfrewshire. Scotland. Tel: 041 881
0304 afternoons/evenings. Delivery can
be arranged. (Private Collection).

WAIVTED
S5mphonion Gambrinas, 27" Regina
Autochanger , also 24r/2" Polyphon discs
"My Austria" and "Over the Waves".
Any large disc machines. Mark
Singleton 03917 78640.

Wanted, Upright disc music boxes,
table disc music boxes, cylinder music
boxes Symphonion Eroica, Hall clocks,
barrel organs, Orchestrions, buying
complete collections, offers with
pictures to: Hanspeter Kyburz,
Jubildumsweg 10, 5036 Oberentfelden,
Switzerland.
Wanted, discs: Adler 65.5cm, Imperator
25.5cm, Symphonion 33.5cm, Libellion
card books 16cm perforated drive. Can
change for interest. discs when wanted!
Museum Ahlem, c Nitschke, 3 Han-
nover - 91 Steinbreite 55.

WAT{TED
Barrel Pianos/Organs,

working or not, parts and carts.
Please telephone:

Alan Wyatt on (0223) s60332.

Deadline Dates for
Display Advertising

copy
7th April; 7th July;

7th October; ?th February
Editorial copy nust be submitted at

least
8 days prior to above dates.

Posting of magazine:
27th February; 27th April;
7th August; 7th November

Musical Automata. Enlarging
collection. Top prices. 815 Moraga
Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90049 (213)
471-3000 Mr. Levy.

Is this the frrst thing you looked at? A
lot of other members do the same
thing. If you want to buy or sell
something drop me a line, Ted Brown
(address on the contents page).

Musical Box Society of Great Britain

I,APEL BADGES
Available from Ted Brown,
207 Halfivay SCreet, Sidcup,

Kent DA15 8DE

- . Ct.ZOp

Far East i1.80p, U.S.A. $2.50, Canada $3.00.

SOCIETY TIES
Available from Sue Holden, Icdborough,

Church Lane, Great Holland, Frinton-on-Sea,
Essex CO13 0JS.

Europe & Near East f,4.30

Australia, New Zealand, Far East i4.40,
U S.A $5.00, Canada $5.50.

NOTICE
The attention of members is drawn to the
fact that the appearanceinThe Music Box
of an advertiser's announcement does not
in any way imply endorsement, approval
or recommendation of that advertiser and
his seruices by the editor of the journal or
by the Musical Box Society of Great
Britain. Menbers are reminded that they
must satisfy themselves as to the ability of
the advertiser to serue or supply them.

Wanted
Articles for

publication in the
"Music Box"

Let the membership as a whole benefit
from the experience of individual
members. Write a letter or send a
complete "article". Photographs of
unusual pieces are also required for
"Members Showcase".

Address your correspondence to:
Graham Whitehead,
Broadgate Printing Co. Ltd.
Crondal Road, Exhall,
Coventry CV7 gI\H.

RATES FOR DISPI.AY N)\MRTS IN 1991
SPECIAL POSITIONS (offered as available).

Outside back cover
One additional colour to match front page
Full colour

8x6colourphotograph
Inside covers: Full page f,110, Halfpage f,60

POSITIONS INSIDE JOURNAJ, (as available)
Full page 382, Half page !48, Quarter page f,30, Eighth page f20
5cm box in classified area f,17, 3cm box in classifred area f,12

These charges include typesetting but are exclusive of any artwork and camera work which may be
required. Half-tone, line, and line-and-tone negs plus artwork, design and layout facilities can be
provided ifneeded at additional cost. Squared-up half-tones f,11 each. Cut-out half-tones f15 each.
SPECIAI COLOURS
If required, advertisements can be printed in a second colour. Rates available on application.
DISCOUNTS (applicable only on accounts that are settled within 60 days, otherwise strictly nett).
Four or more consecutive insertions with same copy: Area rate less 107o

Full page only f,125
845

f285
f45

Area rate less 57o
Area rate less 107o

Four or more consecutive insertions with differing copy:
Two or more full page advertisements in the sane edition:
MECHANICAL DATA type area:-
FuIl page l0rle" x7t/a" (270mm x 180nm), Half page 1CF/a" x 3r/2" (270mm x 88mm) or 7rle" x
55/re" (180mm x 135mm), Quarter page 55/n" x3\lz" (135mm x 88mm).
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JOHN
COWDEROY
.% J//rrrri./.%foo€*a

SPECIALISTS IN THE RESTORATION

MUSrcA" 
"o*1"1 

AND c,,oc KS

We buy and sell -
CYLINDER MUSICAL
BOXES, CLOCKS,
Drsc MACHINES,
OLD AND RECUT DISCS

- Large Showroom

EXPERT PACKING AND
DELIVERY ARRANGED.

ANYWHERE
WORLDWIDE

JOHN COWDEROY



?rrwan
ANTIQUE
MUSIC BOXES
cLocKs

15, The Market Place
Wells,
Somerset BA5 2RF
Tel: Wells (0749) 76203

Looking for something special?
You're almost sure to find it when you pay us a
visit in Wells. We carry a comprehensive range of
cylinder and disc musical boxes, carriage,
bracket and Long Case clocks, all backed by our
own restoration workshops. Displayed in a
veritable Aladdins cave of antiques, both elegant
and unusual, whether you require a Georgian
table or an antique snuff box, we may be able to
assist you !

Call in for our professional advice and a
demonstration; we will be pleased to help you.

Shipping Service * Valuations * Restoration


